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INSIDESTURBRIDGE
Meet Leon Gaumond, Sturbridge’s next
Town Administrator
By Stephanie Richards

Current West Boylston Town Administrator
Leon Gaumond Jr. was unanimously approved as the new Sturbridge Town Administrator at the Board of Selectman (BOS)
meeting February 17.
The position has been vacant since August
8 when former Town Administrator Shaun
Suhoski left to take a similar job in Athol.
The BOS hired former Medway Town Administrator Suzanne Kennedy as the interim
in August and extended her contract until
mid-May to allow time for the search process
to be completed.
Gaumond was the top choice from three
finalists recommended by a five-member
Town Administrator Search Committee that
was appointed by the BOS in August. Members included residents Bill Haggerty (Chair),
Larry Morrison and Donald Fairbrother,
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BOS Chair Mary Blanchard, and Town
Planner Jean Bubon. The initial deadline for
the position was October 21, but it was extended because the committee decided there
were not three candidates (as required by
Town Charter) who were “sufficiently qualified to submit to the BOS for final consideration,” Haggerty said.
A total of 74 applications were received for
the position, which were narrowed to six
semi-finalists. Three finalists, including Gaumond, were presented to the BOS for consideration. “The interviews and reference
checks made it clear that Sturbridge is seen
as a well-run, attractive community,” Haggerty said.
Since 2004, Gaumond has been the town
administrator of West Boylston, which has
8,000 residents and a budget of $21 million.
He holds a Master’s Degree in Public Admin-
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Sturbridge Town Administrator, Leon Gaumond

istration from American International College (Springfield, MA) and completed the
Public Performance Measurement Program
at Rutgers University (NJ). He formerly held
the position of Executive Secretary for East
Longmeadow and was Chief of Staff/LegContinued on page 5
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New Town Administrator Leon Gaumond
Continued from page 2
islative Assistant to former Representative Paul
Caron.
The position appealed to Gaumond for several reasons. “I live in the area and my family
shops and eats in Sturbridge; we have an affinity for the community. Sturbridge is a destination community and has tremendous
opportunities,” said the Ware resident. “My job
in West Boylston is similar and I knew this position was a strong one. People speak highly of
Gaumond said his educational background and
experience made him an excellent candidate
for the position. “My bachelor’s degree is in
government and politics from the University of
Maryland. I have a background in state government, starting out working in the legislature.
I have worked with people from Beacon Hill to
Town Hall and will hit the ground running in
Sturbridge,” said Gaumond, who is a Credentialed Manager by the International
City/County Management Association. “Sturbridge has similarities to West Boylston, but is
different in its own ways. It seems well positioned to come out of the economic downturn
that has hit the country. As a starting point, I
will engage the community to find out strengths
and weaknesses in order to take meaningful
steps to maximize what is working and improve
on what isn’t.”
As for issues facing Sturbridge in the next
five years, Gaumond said the first is increasing
development opportunities that fit the character of the town. “You have to try and find a balance to help ease the burdens of taxpayers
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through commercial or industrial development
with what is appropriate for the community.
It’s an issue for all municipal managers. You
can’t do it in an aggressive manner and it must
not detract from other aspects of community
life,” he said. “The commercial strip on Route
20 is clearly defined and has seen some new
businesses the last few years that seem appropriate for the town.”
Other areas he cited were a proactive approach to reviewing op-ed liabilities, such as
pension obligations, and the town’s approach
to promoting tourism. “Financial statements
are starting to include information on liabilities
and obligations. We need to be proactive in
these areas and be smarter in the way we approach them,” he said. “Tourism is a strength
of Sturbridge and it is not just Old Sturbridge
Village, although it is an anchor-driver. There
are a lot of opportunities in town with outstanding restaurants and entertainment. We
need to determine how to bring additional exposure to Sturbridge to attract more people
and keep them here for a longer period of
time.”
Finally, he said community education and
involvement must be a priority. In West Boylston, Gaumond had a blog and a television
show to educate the community in everything
from town meeting warrants to emergency
management issues. “Sturbridge is a small
community and town employees can’t do every
function of government. To be successful, you
need to find great people to serve on boards
and committees. It starts with having a well-informed community, providing residents with
what they want and need to know in a way
they can digest it,” he said. “It also makes it
easier for town government, and the town administrator, to get the buy in on policies or
processes. For example, prior to the Town
Meetings, a lot of questions and concerns can
be addressed and that makes it easier for residents to vote yes or no on the issues.”
At press time, Gaumond was in contract negotiations with the BOS and didn’t have a defined start date. He said he has a 30-day notice
in his contract with West Boylston, but wanted
to make sure he did not “completely abandon”
the community during preparation of the new
operating budget and town meeting. However,
he is ready to begin his new role in Sturbridge.
“To be one of the initial people interviewed

out of some 70 applicants was truly flattering
and now to be chosen as the next Town Administrator is amazing,” he said. “I am excited
about the opportunities in Sturbridge and look
forward to getting to know the community in
the weeks ahead.”
The Town Administrator position has a
salary range of $95,000 to $134,000. n

Sponsor a Tree
in Sturbridge!

S

turbridge Tree Warden Tom Chamberland is looking for homeowners who
would like to sponsor a street tree. All that
is needed is a desire to do something good
for your yard, neighborhood and community, the ability to provide adequate water
and most importantly, the right place for a
tree to be planted. All at no cost to the
homeowner.
Interested? Applications to sponsor a
tree must be made by April 10, 2015. Trees
will arrive and be planted around May
15th.
For more information or to apply send
an email to: tchamberland@town.sturbridge.ma.us.
Sponsorships are limited so apply early
so interested residents are encouraged to
apply early.

Copies of this magazine are
available for pick up all around
Sturbridge, Charlton & The Brookfields
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only recently began realizing that
something very strange was happening to my key ring. It seems, lately,
at least over the past year or two, that
my key ring has begun to be filled
with objects of an ‘other than keys’
variety. There are at least a half
dozen things there that have nothing
to do with starting my cars or unlocking the doors to my home. Those
things are small, plastic tags that are
constant reminders of businesses that
I occasionally visit, but have no desire
to be reminded of every time I start
my car. They are key ‘tags’, I guess
you would call them. The issuers of
those tags refer to them as ‘rewards’
cards.
In the past, before such cards were
commonplace among key rings, businesses issued discount cards that
looked very much like credit cards,
except for the fact that they provided
no credit. They were plastic, credit
card shaped things that fit snugly in
your wallet, and provided one more
opportunity, in addition to the credit
cards there, for you to fumble through
your personal stuff, while in a checkout line, all the time being glared at
by a woman behind you with a shopping cart filled with diapers, two
frozen pizzas, her husband’s motor
oil, and her year -old, screaming
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Rewards Doohickeys

child.
Evidently, or more obviously, people like me, and, perhaps, people like
you, became tired of such card fumbling, so one of the card issuing companies came up with a truly (from
their point of view) brilliant idea.
Some executive, or some caffeineoverdosed non-executive with a
burning desire to impress his or her
executive boss, must have said :
“Hey. People don’t like fumbling
through their wallets in the checkout
line, let’s put the card right on their
key ring!”
Since that meeting most of us
have had a growing number of ‘rewards’ cards on our own key rings.
The only thing that junior executive didn’t think of was that the only
thing they’re good for is what they
were designed for, which is good, except that I still hate to see all those
tags on my key ring and I’m guess
you do too.
I don’t suggest that you do this,
but what I am going to do, is to take
those increasingly-grungy, small,
plastic cards off from my ring. This
will make more room for my keys,
and less room for a checkout person
to take those keys out of my hesitant
hands, and scan their company’s little card into some system.

While, from that day forward, I
may receive a disapproving look or
sigh from the checkout person, there
will be none from that woman with
the diapers and the kid in the shop-

ping cart, behind me. I will pay the
full price at the checkout, it is true. I
will consider that to be a good investment in stress relief; and that will be
reward enough for me. n
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WINECONNOISEUR
BY PETER SAGANSKY,
IMPORTER-EXPORTER,

CHARLES RIVER WINE COMPANY

T

Try it again

he Saturday Wine & Food Tastings at The Winebuyer’s Outlet
have brought me into closer contact
to consumers than I have been in
many years having spent most of my
career at the wholesale supplier level.
Dealing with casual consumers is different than dealing with members of
the fine wine trade. The consumers
have different frames of reference
having had fewer opportunities to
taste as those who work directly with
fine wine.
Consumers tend to be really cautious when it comes to experimenting with new wine styles and grape
types. I understand their caution.
Wine is relatively expensive and nobody wants to pay good money for a
bottle only to be disappointed when
they open it. The folks who come to
the store Tastings taste wines that
they may not have picked up on their
own and they often discover that
they like types of wines that they didn’t think they liked.
Imagine if the only corn that you
have ever tasted was “Store Brand
Creamed Corn” (if creamed corn is
your favorite please skip to the next
paragraph.) You tried the creamed
corn and decided that you simply
don’t like corn. Remembering what
you didn’t like about corn you have
never tried it again. Because of your
bad creamed corn experience you
may never get to experience the utterly delicious fresh picked corn
grown locally by neighboring farmers.
The exact same thing often happens when the first wine of a certain
type that a consumers tastes is not to
their liking. Many wine consumers
severely limit the range of the wines
that they drink based on their bad
6
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first time tasting experiences. Time
and again at these Wine Tastings I
hear consumers say that they don’t
like a kind of wine that we are pouring and they do not want to taste
them. When we persuade them to
try it anyway they often love it and
buy a bottle.
Free in-store Wine Tastings deliver great value to wine consumers.
They take all of the risk out of wine
buying. They expose consumers to
wines that they would never just pick
up on their own. They may find that
they really like some wines made
from little known grape types. They
may like wines from small producers
that they have not heard of and/or
wines without pretty labels.
Big brand commercial wines account for a great percentage of all
wine sales. I think of them as “recipe
wines.” They are made on an industrial scale to taste the same all of the
time regardless of where the grapes
are grown and the quality of the vintage. Many times they have a level of
residual sugar not found in finer
wines (so far I could be writing about
cola rather than wine.)
If these branded wines have oak
components they most often comes
from oak chips (think of a giant tea
bag full of chunks of charred wood.)
They may have had their acidity adjusted lacking a finer wines’ natural
acidity. These additions and manipulations together with a lot of marketing dollars create viable
commercial products that many casual consumers find acceptable.
These are the kind of wines often ordered by grape type in chain restaurants as if they are generic flavors.
“I’ll have a glass of Chardonnay.”
Continued on page 24
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REVIEWED BY RICHARD MORCHOE

BOOKREVIEW
World Order

By Henry Kissinger
Penguin Press HC, 2014
Hardcover, 432 pages

Henry Kissinger’s take on World Order

F

rom the 1970s there was a joke that went as follows; Four men are passengers in a plane; a
hippie, an old priest, Gerald Ford and Henry
Kissinger. Suddenly the pilot announces, “The
plane is going down and the co-pilot and I are bailing out. There are three parachutes for passengers.
Good luck.”
Gerald Ford takes one and says as he jumps, “As
president, I am entitled to a chute.”
Kissinger grabs another and with Teutonic intonation states as he exits, “I am der smartest person in der vurld, so dis ist mein.”
The priest says to the hippie, “I am an old man
and have lived a long life. I am ready to meet my
maker. You take the third parachute.”
The hippie replies, “Not to worry, padre. The
smartest man in the world just bailed out with my
knapsack.”
Henry Kissinger did not evoke neutral emotions.
He was either reviled or admired. He served under
presidents Nixon and Ford, first as National Security adviser and then as Secretary of State. Few
holders of those officers ever seemed as dominant
from the rapprochement with China to the Paris
negotiations ending the Vietnam War.
Kissinger was a departure from previous Secre-

taries of State. The office up until his appointment had been the preserve of members of the
Eastern Establishment. We had never had an
immigrant, let alone a refugee hold the position.
The Kissinger family had to flee Germany due
to National Socialist persecution of Jews.
He saw service in and after World War II.
Among other duties, while only a private, the
young soldier was placed in charge of a city. On
leaving the military, Kissinger attended Harvard, eventually earning a doctorate.
After teaching at his alma mater he went on
to government service. Leaving State, he would
found Kissinger and Associates along with another policy insider, Brent Scowcroft. It is a
prosperous and influential enterprise. Few turn
down a phone call from Henry.
Kissinger could have written an interesting
autobiography. World Order is none of that.
The author was wise not to use the word “New”
in the title. It is a sober record of our nation’s
interaction with other countries. In many ways
it is similar to Angelo Codevilla’s To Make and
Keep Peace Among Ourselves and with All Nations, reviewed in this magazine’s October 2014 issue.
Continued on following page
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Kissinger’s World Order
Continued from previous page
There is however a difference in emphasis as
evidenced by the titles.
The book is a valuable resource as regards
diplomatic history. We in the West have been
under the Westphalian system that arose out
of the peace conferences that ended the Thirty
Years’ War in the 1600s. The system is based
on the respect each state had for each other’s
sovereignty and the balance of power.
Kissinger’s explanation of that regime and
how it is and is not working in the contemporary world is excellent. That said, the book is
not without problems.
The whole of Chapter 4 discusses Iran. It
is an important topic as our dealings with Persia go back not to the embassy takeover, but to
the early postwar period. This the author does
not address, though he does give a fair gloss of
the history of that ancient land other than that.
He gives credit to the Iranians’ subtlety in
pursuing foreign relations. Kissinger is concerned that these world class negotiators are
gaming the international system. Through the
talks over their nuclear program, he contends
they continue progress toward a weapon of
mass destruction.
His polemic is countered by The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). On December 19th of last year, as reported by
Reuters, they have stated Iran is keeping to its
agreements and not enriching uranium to fissile level. That does not mean Kissinger is
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wrong, but his tone is that what he is saying is
uncontested fact.
We should not want a nuclear armed Iran,
but there are two other middle-eastern states
in the nuclear club. One, Pakistan, is arguably
far more unstable than Iran. How much more
sleep do we have to lose?
The section dealing with the Iraq and
Afghan entanglements begins on Page 317
with; “After an anguishing discussion of the
"lessons of Vietnam," equally intense dilemmas recapitulated themselves three decades
later with wars in Afghanistan and Iraq. Both
conflicts had their origins in a breakdown of
international order. For America, both ended
in withdrawal.” It would seem that Kissinger
is not aware that such an admission is not in
any sense evidence that America can do the
job of managing a world order.
On Page 322 he suggests that if the major
powers can’t guarantee Afghan neutrality as
they did Belgium in the Nineteenth Century,
that country “is likely to drag the world back
into its perennial warfare.” His writing does
not make the case. We got along well ignoring
the place until the Russians invaded and then
we had to meddle. If we had minded our business, the USSR would probably have still imploded and, most certainly, The Twin Towers
would not have fallen.
Yes, Afghanistan may become a mess, not
that it is paradise now, but it only becomes our
Continued on page 19
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MOTOCROSS

t is 23 acres of land in a heavily wooded
bridge and East Brookfield who live in close
area off Brookfield Road in Charlton.
proximity of the site oppose the project,
The Sturbridge town line is nearby, just
specifically the motocross aspect. They have
HAS PEOPLE AROUND HERE
off Ladd Road. Now this undeveloped area
formed Residents Against Noise and Traffic
has come to the forefront of often times pas(RANT; www.rantics.org), and say the develsionate discussions with a proposed developopment has the potential for “excessive noise
ment–the SunSet City Recreational and
and traffic.” They contend that if the project
Motocross Park.
is approved, the “quality of life and property
The property sits on what was once Sunvalues will decrease significantly and year
set
Hill
round
Farm, and A look inside the controversy percolating around SunSet City Recreational Area and Motocross Park traffic will
a site plan proposal is currently before the
dramatically increase.” They have posted an
By Stephanie Richards
Charlton Planning Board to develop it into a
online petition (ipetitions.com) against the
150-space campground and recreational moproject to gather signatures.
tocross park. The project is part of a develSupporters have expressed that motocross
opment by SunSet City Inc., which is owned
is a family sport and would be good fit for the
by Charlton residents Russell G. Jennings,
community. A website, not affiliated with
Brent Sellew and Brant Jennings. The group
SunSet City, has been created (www.sunsetcsays its “mission is to provide an environment
itycharlton.com) that highlights benefits of
for growth of the mind, body and regional
the development. They have posted their own
economy through sports and entertainment.
online petition (gopetition.com) in support of
Our Sports Entertainment Complex will
the project.
strengthen the bond with families and comThe Charlton Planning Board had a premunity with the foundation and dedication
application discussion with Russell Jennings
of partnerships.”
back on September 18, 2013 to talk about a
But some residents from Charlton, SturContinued on page 12
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INSIDE BANKING
By DANIEL KIRSCHNER
AVP, RESIDENTIAL LENDING SPECIALIST
SAVERS BANK
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FO R READERS O F
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uying your first home is a huge step—one that
dramatically changes your life and its priorities.
This singular change ranks right up there with marriage and having a child: times filled with happiness
and hope, but also with anxiety, particularly of the financial variety. The home mortgage can seem like
an overwhelming prospect, but there’s a lot of good
programs and good people out there who want to
help you succeed.
The best tip I can provide that’s not on this list is
to look for a mortgage lender who cares more about
educating you than trying to close a sale. There are
a huge amount of programs out there specifically
geared towards first-time homebuyers of all income
brackets—some sponsored by the federal and state
government, and some offered by lending institutions
and agencies. Below I’ve listed out features and types
of mortgages first-time homebuyers should look at,
as well as terms you need to understand in order to
make an informed decision.
Mass Housing Loans
MassHousing is a non-profit public agency that
provides some great loans for Massachusetts residents
of modest incomes, including a “Buy Cities” pro-
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Six mortgage tips for first-timers
gram in Brockton, Fall River, greater Gardner,
New Bedford, North Quabbin, Springfield,
Taunton, and Worcester.
One great deal is most of their mortgages
come with mortgage insurance from MI Plus.
This type of insurance is required for most mortgages with a down payment of 20% or less, and
MI Plus provides additional coverage to all parties,
helping lenders make payments due to loss of employment, while also contributing to lower payment premiums on the loan.

secondary market to another lender. With a portfolio mortgage the lender won’t sell the loan, but
instead keep it in their own loan portfolio. This can
be helpful to you because you deal with the same
lender throughout the process, and not with whoever the loan was sold to.
State and Federal Assistance
The Federal Home Loan Bank (FHLB) has special programs in place for first-time homebuyers
who have low incomes. This includes assistance
with down payments and closing costs. The Massachusetts state government has similar programs
in place through its Housing and Economic Division, from Affordable Housing programs to firsttime homebuyers’ education classes and
mortgages.

Low Down Payments
Many people don’t believe they can afford to
own a house due to the high cost of a down payment. However there are many mortgages funded
through agencies like MassHousing and federal
programs that have down payments as low as 3%.
If you have a steady income but are unable to save Fixed-Rate Mortages
that large lump sum for standard down payment
A fixed rate mortgage means that the rate of inoptions, talk to your lender about this option.
terest on the mortgage never changes. As such,
loan payments will never change, which allows a
Portfolio Mortgages
steady amortization schedule to be planned out,
With a conventional mortgage, the loan is with the homeowner can know exactly when
often bundled with other loans and sold on the they’ll pay off the mortgage, and how much they
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have to put aside each month.
Adjustable-Rate Mortgages
Adjustable rate mortgages, also known as
ARMs, are different from fixed rate mortgages.
While the interest in a fixed rate mortgage is static,
adjustable rate mortgages interests’ rates change,
usually each month or year. The amount they
change is normally based on different financial indexes.
Many ARMs start with a fixed rate and transition over to adjustable rates, such as a 5/1 mortgage, where the rate is fixed for five years, and then
transitions to an adjustable rate that can change
every year after the initial 5 year lock. While many
of these mortgages are characterized by low starting interest rates, it’s important to talk with the
lender about the introductory period, the adjustment period, subsequent adjustments, and the lifetime adjustment cap before you sign.
Your best tool when making this or any other big
investment in knowledge. I believe that the best
thing you can do for a customer is treat them honestly, fairly, and educate them about their options.
If you’re looking to get your first home, talk to a
lender who is both knowledgeable and who is willing to go over every option—not just the ones they
want to sell you. Mortgages are not a one-size or
one-style fits all, but need to be tailored individually
for every client. I’m glad to work at a place where
we have experts (I’m an expert myself with over 10
years’ experience!) that can answer all questions
honestly and fully. n

Davis Art Gallery exhibiting
‘Return of the Comic Creators’
now through May 1
Davis Art Gallery is giving a nod to the
fine art of comics.
Featured Artists include: Karl Cole, Zack
Giallongo, Michael McMenemy, Brian Nelson, Bob Noberini, Derek Ring, Derek Rook,
and Evan Scola.
The Davis Art Gallery is located on the
third floor of the Printers Building at 44
Portland Street, Worcester, MA 01608.
Hours: Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.
to 5:00 p.m.
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SunSet City and Motocross
Continued from page 9
future site plan of a “large, multiple use recreational complex.” Jennings originally discussed
several potential sports activities for the property,
including zip-lines, snowboarding, bike trails,
horseback riding, and soccer fields. At that meeting, Planning Board members voted in favor of
sending a letter to MassDOT in support of the
“driveway permit application process for Mr. Jennings to get permission to access Route 49 in
Charlton for his proposed recreational facility.”
RANT members found out last fall about the
project and that it was formally moving forward.
In November, they invited Jennings and Sellew, a
former Charlton Board of Selectman (BOS)
member, to attend an informal meeting to discuss
details of the project and answer questions.
About 30 residents attended the meeting, which
was held at Ron Charette’s Charlton home that
abuts the property. “The purpose was to get factual information and assess what it means to all
of us,” said Charette, who moved to Charlton in
1984 and is a former Finance Committee and
BOS member himself.
The group organized a second, larger meeting
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attended by about 150 people at the Charlton
Senior Center on December 14. Some area
elected officials from Charlton and Sturbridge
attended that meeting and heard from Jennings
about the project and askedquestions.
“There is no wiggle room – they (Jennings and
Sellew) are not willing to compromise on motocross; it is a deal breaker. If it were taken out
of the equation, we would support the concept
of things like ball fields and a golf course,”
Charette said. The group has secured Charlton
attorney Francis Fennesey.
The property is zoned agricultural and was
reviewed by Charlton Building Commissioner
and Zoning Enforcement Officer Curtis Meskus.
In an opinion dated January 5, he concluded
that the campground activities and motocross
track are allowed under the recreational uses category of the bylaw. As an abutter, Charette filed
an appeal that challenges Meskus’ opinion. The
appeal was heard by the Charlton Zoning Board
of Appeals (ZBA) last month and both sides are
scheduled to appear at March 10 meeting.
The formal site plan application for the project was filed with the Charlton Planning Board

and the initial site plan review hearing to cover
civil engineering and storm water management
issues was held on January 7. The Planning
Board anticipated more in attendance than usual
and held the meeting at the library, which holds
about 200 people. However, a large number of
people had to be turned away due to the maximum room capacity.
At the meeting, an overview of the project
was presented for developers by Mike Loin of
Bertin Engineering Associates. A 24-foot wide
gravel road would be constructed through the
woods to the site with a paved area for handicap
parking. The campground, which would be
closer to the Sturbridge town line, would be
about 3,000 feet from the entrance of Brookfield
Road. It would include 150 units, 135 parking
spaces and a maintenance building. Loin said the
motocross track would be built on the side of a
hill, designed through the trees to run around the
characteristics of the property.
Porta Potties would be located throughout
park, but no water or sewer is proposed for the
campground at this time (a dump station and
mobile septic for campers is being considered),
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Loin said. A secondary, access road to the development would be constructed off Ladd Road for
use by emergency vehicles only.
Subsequent meetings of various boards have
included discussion of the project. The Charlton
BOS held an information gathering session to
hear the thoughts and opinions of residents on
February 10. That meeting, held at Charlton
Middle School, lasted two hours and included
questions and concerns related to traffic, noise,
property values, wetlands and involvement of
other boards (such as the Economic Development
Commission). A number of people again spoke
in favor and against the project.
The Charlton Planning Board continued the
public hearing on the SunSet City site application
to discuss a traffic analysis report on February 18.
Lloyd Bristol of Bristol Traffic and Transportation
Consulting in North Brookfield presented an
overview of a 134-page report for developers. It
concluded, “the analysis indicates that Brookfield
Road has sufficient capacity to accommodate the
estimated traffic from this proposed Campground
and Motocross/Off-road Park project with little
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to no increased delay.”
A point of contention related to the study was
that traffic counts were taken just before Christmas. Jennifer Conley of Conley Associates, the
Planning Board’s peer review consultant, recommended that a new, weekday count be done to ease
any concerns that the previous timeframe was not
reflective of normal traffic patterns. In addition,
she recommended contacting other motocross
parks to get information about traffic patterns and
types of vehicles.
The next phase of the site plan discussion will
cover noise impact and be discussed at the Charlton Planning Board meeting April 1. Gordon said
developers would need to then address the Board’s
civil engineering, traffic and noise revisions or concerns. “This process could take several weeks if not
months before a vote on the final design,” he said.
“The project also requires approval of other bodies, including the Board of Health (i.e. restrooms,
etc.) and Conservation Board (ie. wetland review).”
Gordon emphasized that the Planning Board is
charged with Administrative Site Plan Review for
the project, which means it reviews and approves

site plan specifics only. Under Massachusetts
Zoning Enabling Law, administrative review is
non-discretionary so the board does not have
the authority to decide whether or not a project
should be allowed. “The opinion of some residents is respected, but the board has no legal
right to deny it (whether the campground or
motocross aspect should be allowed),” Gordon
said.
Although the project is not within town lines,
the Sturbridge BOS has been preliminarily discussed the project. In January, residents appeared before the board to express concerns
and BOS members directed Interim Town Administrator Suzanne Kennedy to request copies
of any letters sent by the Charlton Planning
Board to MassDOT in regard to a curb cut on
Route 49. They also gave approval for her to
send a letter to the Charlton Planning Board itself to “express concerns as to how Phase 1 of
SunSet City may adversely impact the quality
of life for the residents” of Sturbridge. At a subsequent meeting, the Sturbridge BOS was
Continued on page 19
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M A RC H F U N D R A I S E R

Brian Hrybyk’s big runs for Burgess fifth-grader David St. Denis

E

Partner Program at Boston Children’s Hospital. The program
patients with marathon runners who raise funds for the
pairs
leven-year old David St. Denis has an
organization as part of their Miles for Miracles team. “When
infectious smile and a quiet deI signed up to get a patient partner, I was excited to be matched
meanor. He loves to watch the Red Sox,
with David who was also from Sturbridge. I called to thank
take in a game of ping pong or make
them
and was surprised to find out it was randomly selected.
videos. Game shows are also his favorite,
What are the chances of that?,” said Brian, who now lives in
and you can often find him viewing reruns
Boston
but still calls Sturbridge home. “David is a brave, funny
of “Deal or No Deal,” and then pretendand shy kid. He has been through multiple lifesaving proceing to be the host.
dures and doesn’t complain; he just keeps moving forward. I
In some ways, he is a typical fifth grade
have learned so much from him over the years and it makes
student at Burgess Elementary. But the
running
the marathon seem like a small feat. This year will be
medals hanging on pegs in his bedroom
my 8th Boston Marathon.”
Boston Children’s Hospital ranks first in
more specialties than any other pediatric
hospital (giving.childrenshospital .org). The
support of the Miles for Miracles team
(runners) goes toward patient care, research
MARCH 19–23
and community health. The non-profit organization has a goal of $1.7 million dollars for this year’s marathon to be held on
PA N D O R A
April 20.
David has DiGeorge syndrome, which
T H E C H O I C E I S YO U R S !
is defined as “a disorder caused by a defect
W H E N YO U P U R C H A S E $ 1 0 0
in chromosome 22. It results in the poor
O R M O R E O F PA N D O R A J E W E L RY
development of several body systems.
Medical problems commonly associated
with DiGeorge syndrome include heart deGARIERI JEWELERS
fects, poor immune system function, a cleft
palate,
complications related to low levels
139 Main Street
*Purchase between $100–$3,000 of PANDORA jewelry and
Sturbridge, MA 01566
of calcium in the blood, and delayed deQUALIFYTORECEIVEAFREE0!.$/2!BRACELETTHATÚTSYOUR
508.347.9934
unique style. While supplies last, limit one per customer.
velopment
with behavioral and emotional
www.Garieri.com
Charms sold separately. See store for details.
problems.” (mayoclinic.com)
In more simple terms, “a piece of the
22nd chromosome is missing,” said Kathleen St. Denis, David’s mom. “However, each child born with
the syndrome presents a unique set of symptoms. There are
over 180 different medical and developmental issues that are
associated with DiGeorge, but you can’t predict which ones will
affect your child. One child may experience 30 of them, while
another may have just 10. So far, David has about 15 to 20 of
the issues. His most serious one is a complex heart defect.”
Boston Children’s Hospital has been a part of David’s life
since he was one day old. In 11 years, he has experienced four
open-heart surgeries as well as several other surgeries. “We
also have regular visits to different departments on an outpatient basis,” Kathleen said. “The care has been top-notch. We
have had roommates from all over the country, even the world,
whom have flown or driven thousands of miles to Boston to

By Stephanie Richards

are extraordinary… much like David.
They tell the story of courage and perseverance to tackle the long road in the race
before you, no matter what the challenges. And, they are a reflection of a
friendship that continues to deepen over
the years.
The Boston Marathon medals were
given to David by his 32 year-old friend,
Brian Hrybyk. It was eight years ago
when the two first met–David was just a
toddler and a participant in the Patient

FREE

B R AC E L E T

Some jewelry displayed patented (US Pat. No. 7,007,507) • © Pandora • PANDORA.NET
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get the best care for their children. We are extremely lucky to have this hospital so close by.”
David’s two siblings –sister Sydney who is eight
years old with Cerebral Palsy and brother
Matthew who is seven years old with Autism–are
also patients of the hospital. “No matter what is
going on with one of the kids, I feel a sense of relief as soon as I walk through the doors at Children’s, because they will know exactly how to help
us,” Kathleen said.
When you ask David about his favorite part of
the hospital, he surprisingly says, “food in the
cafeteria.” He also loves the musical stairs, the
bubble wall, and the heated blankets for surgeries.
His mom says it speaks to how both patients and
their families are put at ease in the difficult circumstances they face. “They really make it fun
for the kids and do special, unexpected things,”
Kathleen said. “During one surgery, David had
a loose tooth that needed to be removed before
they began operating, so that he could be intubated safely. He woke up to a jar with a $5 bill, a
bunch of coins, and a note from the Tooth Fairy.

Courtsy photo from the St. Denis Family

Brian Hrybyk and David St. Denis at the pre-race event in
2008.

As a parent with a sick child, things like that really
touch your heart.”
The first few years, David was paired with different runners. “Brian is different; he has established a relationship with my son over a long time,”
Kathleen said. “Brian has visited David in the hos-

pital. They exchange birthday and Christmas
gifts and spend other time together. It is a friendship.”
This past Christmas, David received “cozy”
pajamas from his friend in his favorite color–
green. In return, he gave Brian a bit of inspiration for this year’s Marathon with a book on
reasons why you should or shouldn’t run. “It’s
cool having Brian for a friend and that he raises
money for the hospital,” David said.
Brian also nominated David for the Katie
Lynch Award, given to annually to a patient
partner “who demonstrates a positive spirit, love
for life and commitment to others.” David received the award in 2012.
An unlikely runner
Surprisingly, Brian used to cringe at soccer
tryouts when it came time for a two-mile run.
He quit baseball to play soccer in high school,
but never was a runner. “I blew out my knee and
decided not to play in college. I wasn’t as active
Continued on next page
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March fundraiser
Continued from previous page

my first year and took up running casually, doing
three to four miles on weekdays,” Brian said. “I
asked my college roommate if he wanted to run
a marathon and we participated in the 2007 one
at Disney World; we didn’t know what we were
getting into. We were naïve to the culture of the
marathon and how people ran for charities.
When we saw the teams and experienced the
pain and fun all at same time, we wish we would
have done it for a cause.”
After taking some time off, Brian applied to
run the 2008 Boston Marathon and raise funds
for the hospital. “I had a healthy childhood and
worked at the YMCA’s Camp Foskett as a counselor. It always hurt to see kids or anyone sick,”
he said. “Boston Children’s Hospital was the only
place I applied to run for; it is right in our backyard and they care for the child as well as the
needs of the family. They give them the best experience given the circumstances. I coerced two
of my friends into signing up too, and we got accepted.”
Every runner has a different way of preparing
for a marathon and Brian says it really is an individual approach. “When I was preparing for my
first marathon, I used a tier approach where I
would run two-to-five miles every day during the
week. On the weekends, I would do longer runs,
from nine to 14 miles, and then run an 18 or 20-
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mile route twice before the race,” he said. “I don’t
train as specifically as that anymore. This last year
I have had sciatica issues, so my training is different.”
Two pre-race rallies are held for the event, one
in early December and the second just two days
before. “They always have a keynote speaker– either parent or kids– and the stories are gut
wrenching. I always fight back tears,” Brian said.
“Two days before the race you are nervous and
antsy. But after hearing the inspirational speakers,
you are ready to run; it puts you in the spirit of
what you are there for.”
The pre-event activities and race also provide
opportunities for patients and their families to
enjoy time together while encouraging the runners and one another. “The marathon and other
events give us a chance to do something fun while
giving back to the hospital,” Kathleen said.
Fundraising stop March 21
Brian worked in sales before, so he sees raising
funds as part of the overall big picture. “I see the
cause and benefit and am passionate about it. It’s
just like running 26 miles; there’s no comparison to
what the kids go through. I visited David in the hospital when he had one of his major surgeries in
2009. To see what he goes through and how brave
he is–it’s a powerful thing that keeps you going.”
As a part of his fundraising efforts, Brian
started out with a pancake breakfast at Apple-

bee’s. It was the catalyst to an annual Miles for
Miracles evening event, which started six years ago
as his primary fundraiser toward a goal of $5,000
annually. This year’s event will be held from 7 to
11 p.m., Saturday, March 21 at Table 3 Chefs &
Catering’s Alpheus Wight Function Room (Building 2), 420 Main St., Sturbridge. The event is open
to the general public; a $10 per person donation is
suggested. “Table 3 Restaurant Group was very
generous to donate the room at their new location.
It is a fun event that includes raffle prizes, a silent
auction, appetizers and a cash bar,” Brian said. “It
really is a party that celebrates Boston Children’s
Hospital and their patients. It is a good time to chat
with friends, experience a night out and meet
David. We usually end up watching NCAA basketball since it is during March Madness.”
This year’s raffle donations include many from
local area businesses, such as Sturbridge Seafood,
the Publick House, Simple Indulgence, Sadie
Green’s and Brush It Off. The silent auction items
include jewelry as well as a variety of hotel
night/restaurant packages, such as the Millennium
Bostonian Hotel with Strega Ristorante, Marriott
Boston (Tremont Street) with Flemings, and The
Residence Inn Boston-Back Bay/Fenway with
Yard House. n
To find out more, email bhrybyk@gmail.com or go to:
www.milesformiracles.net
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Meet Holly Koslowski: Brookfield’s Cupcake Lady

S

Holly Koslowski
of Whoopie-doo
and Cupcakes too

he’s a wife, mom and entrepreneur but Brookfield’s Holly Koslowski is best known for her role
as the area’s “cupcake lady.”
“That’s really what people call me,” laughed
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By Amanda Collins

Koslowski, who owns Whoopie-doo and Cupcakes
too, a home bakery she runs out of her Molasses
Hill Road residence. “I even have it on my business
cards – I’m the cupcake lady.”
One taste of the gourmet cupcakes and decadent whoopie pies she whips up in her kitchen and
it’s clear that she’s earned the title, but distinction
is one that Koslowski never really expected. Completely self-taught, she has no formal training in
baking, or business for that matter. Opening the
bakeshop two years ago was a leap of faith and a
drastic career change for Koslowski, who prior
worked for twelve years as a school nurse at West
Brookfield Elementary School.
A few years ago Koslowski took a one-year child
rearing leave from her nursing job when she had
her fourth son. The time at home allowed her to

get back in touch with her love of baking.
“I’ve always loved to bake, and whoopie pies
were always sort of my specialty. Every holiday or
get together, I was in charge of bringing them,” she
explained.
Continued on page 27
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BURDENS OF PROOF

So the police think you’ve broken the law.
You can’t prove it beyond a reasonable doubt, you
say.
Well, the police would say as the cuffs tighten
around your wrists, we don’t have to.
And they would be right.
The common notion of “proof beyond a reasonable doubt,” really only applies in a criminal trial, a
relatively rare occurrence in today’s legal system.
It’s a lot easier to arrest someone. Police only need
what’s called “probable cause” before slapping the
cuffs on. That would be a “fair probability” that you
broke the law. Volumes have been written about whatever that means, but one thing is for sure: “proof beyond a reasonable doubt” is a whole lot harder to
prove than “probable cause.”
Those aren’t the only two types of proof we have
in our legal system. There’s what’s called “the preponderance of the evidence,” which is what you have
to show when you sue someone for money. This requires more proof than “probable cause,” but less
proof than “reasonable doubt.” Call it “more probable than not.”
Then there’s the “clear and convincing evidence”
standard commonly used in appeals and the “substantial evidence” standard and, of course, “reasonable suspicion.” The list goes on.
These are called “burdens of proof ” because the
burden changes depending on the gravity of the situation. Simply arresting someone doesn’t mean they’re
guilty, so it’s not such a big deal in the eyes of the law.
But take some small comfort as the police lead you
away. Eventually the state will have to prove you are,
in fact, guilty, and that burden is, beyond a reasonable
doubt, a heavy one to bear.
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“Now is the winter of our discontent.” Okay,
the man who spoke those lines was not thinking
of contemporary New England. Rather he was
upset that the crown of England might not pass
to him. Small beer that. Real winter here in
Sturbridge and environs is worse. All Richard III
had to worry about was cold rain, awful food,
and getting killed in battle. We have had to figure
out where to put snow and have been running
out of places.
Boston TV had scenes from snow farms.
These are not pieces of land where snow seeds
were planted and a crop tended until harvest.
Rather a harvest of snow was planted on the land
with the hope that we shall have a spring that will
see it gone. The problem is, we lack acreage for
our bumper crop.
On the micro level here in the exurbs, anyone
with a long driveway also has that problem. Fortunately, there is a hero on call without whom life
this time of year would be unlivable. When snow
falls, the plowman arrives. The first few events
are not a great test. By early February, the number of storms and depth call for high skill.
I have gratefully watched from a window the
artisanship necessary to discern spots and then
manipulate the snow into them. It takes expertise
to maneuver the powerful equipment he captains
in dangerous conditions without doing damage
to our property. I am glad Robert Kemp plies
his craft in my town.

By next summer, the horror of these days
will have slipped from our memories. We may
tend to forget the Bob Kemp’s of this world.
It is people working in trades such as his that
are the glue that keeps civilization running.
Let us remember the unsung heroes among
us who keep the wheels turning. In this category should be included not just plowmen, but
all emergency service workers.
This is the year we have needed them to be
particularly stalwart. According to Boston’s
Channel 5 on February 9th; we had “set a
record with the most snow in 30 days.”
How bad is that? For those of us looking
for full alarmist mode, Channel 4 went there
on February 10th;
“We have clearly passed the fun and pretty
stages of snowfall here in Southern New England. We have also blown right through the disruptive and downright annoying level as well.
We are reaching DEFCON 1 in a hurry.”
DEFCON 1 means, in national security jargon, nuclear war is imminent. The disaster is
existential.
For us there is a modicum of consolation as
we can complain about the weather and how
government agencies failed us. Come spring,
there will be opportunities to brag about how
us yankees braved the hellish environment and
survived the ordeal in grand style. Can it get
Adjacent page
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SunSet City
and Motocross

From page 13
scheduled to go into executive session “to discuss strategy with respect
to potential litigation” regarding the
project.
BOS Chair Mary Blanchard said
members are keeping in the information loop. “Some Sturbridge residents have concerns and we are an
abutting community, so we are trying to keep abreast of the plan and
developments,” Blanchard said.
“Right now, we are looking out for
the interests of the residents of Sturbridge by staying informed.”
Jennings said he “wanted a
peaceable process on the project discussion” and has talked to Charette
on several occasions. “No one wants
anything in their backyard. Right
now it is a 500-acre nature preserve
where people camp, hunt, fourwheel, horseback ride and walk. We
want to continue all those uses in the
future, but regulate it so there is an
income stream to preserve the property. This is a plan with big hopes
and dreams for the future and we
are taking it one step at a time,” said
Jennings, who has plans to build a
home near the project.
But for some residents, it is about
the change of rural life that the motocross aspect of the project may
bring. “We don’t oppose the sport itself – many of us have family members that ride either dirt bikes or
ATV’s,” said Sturbridge resident
Anne Geyer, who lives within a mile
of the site. “The bottom line is I am
concerned about the quality of life
for me…and my neighbors. If racing were just on the weekend, I
might go and watch. But this is a
commercial business that needs to
make money and there will be training during the week and events on
weekends. Motocross is a noisy sport
and this is a residential area…if you
do the research, there is lots of strife
when the two cohabitate. Noise is a
consistent problem.” n

Morchoe
Long Hill

From previous page

any better? Other than a trip to
Florida, of course.
There is much to whine about fair
or not. Politicians and bureaucrats
make great targets. Deval Patrick
should be glad he vacated the corner
office before the recurring deluges.
Charlie Baker is new enough that he
gets a small pass. That has not kept
him from being the chief complainer,
which is a cute way of blaming his
predecessor. It is the smart strategy.
Charlie wondered why we are
spending 25 million on commuter rail
to Foxboro when we haven’t done
much in the way of maintaining what
we have. Who could it have been that
did not keep up the equipment other
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Kissinger

Continued from page 8

than the recently departed administration?
It goes without saying that nothing was mentioned about a potential
commuter rail connection to our region.
Fortunately for local cynics, there
is a scapegoat who appears to have
been sent direct from central casting.
Dr. Beverly Scott may or may not be
doing a good job running the
MBTA. That is irrelevant as her
press conference was a debacle.
It was normal agency speak until
one of the audience asked if she was
going to resign. At that point the
lady went on a defensive rant that
eventually led a commenter from the
radio station to break in and note
that we were listening to Beverly
Scott’s final press conference. It
turned out to be an easy prophecy.

It is obvious she is not a Massachusetts native and has never heard the
maxim of the legendary Boston ward
boss Martin Lomasney; “Never write
when you can speak, never speak when
you can nod.” Volubility is not the bureaucrat’s friend.
So we’ve had the diversion of political theater. Fun maybe, but it removes
no snow. Still, there has been one compensation. As this issue goes to press,
we have not lost power. I am superstitious enough to worry mentioning it has
jinxed us.
Pour moi, global warming holds no
terrors. n

Please support and thank
our Advertisers.
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mess if we let it. Leaving and forgetting it would be a better plan. Ignorance may not be bliss, but in this
case, it could be good strategy.
The tone of the book is all too
much, we have to do things, because
we have to. He does a good job of
laying out the situation, but does not
provide a compelling reason for intervention.
When Kissinger was the dominant foreign policy player, his most
important task was to extricate the
country from Vietnam. It would
have been nice if we could have
achieved “Peace with honor” as
Nixon put it, but the big thing was
leaving. We were as LBJ put it, hunkering “down like a jackass in a hailstorm.” We couldn’t stay forever
and knew we had to go.
Kissinger accomplished the mission and, yes the South fell. All the
predictions of the end of the world
for us, however, did not come to pass.
Maybe that’s the lesson about
World Order that needs to be
learned. n
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YARDWORKS

Caring for what grows in your yard

By Tom Chamberland, ISA

Winter 2015 aftermath

Tom Chamberland is the Tree Warden for the Town of Sturbridge and a Certified Arborist

February 2015 is, at the time you read this, in the
record books for one of the snowiest months in recorded
weather history. How will all this deep snow and extremely cold temperatures affect the plants in our yards?
Here are a few possible ways.
Frost in the ground: Prior to the first deep
snowfall in late January, we had experienced a
relatively normal temperature winter, frost was
observed to be about 1’ deep, normal, and not
too bad for our plants, actually in a broader
sense, OK, as this type of frost can help control
nuisance insects and some fungi and with the
thaw allow soil to be loosened up so air and
water can better penetrate it, allowing for good
root growth. Then came the deep snows, this
heavy blanket of snow, actually insulates the
ground, allowing it to slowly thaw, this is of
course only where we have not disturbed the actual snow fall by adding more snow from plowing, shoveling or snow blowing our driveways
and walks. This too does insulate the ground but
not as good as undisturbed snow. However,
where we have cleared snow from our walks, and
driveways frost approached record depths of 3+
feet due to those numerous nights of at or below
zero temps. This is why building codes require
water lines and foundations to be at or below 4’
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deep. The slow thawing of the soil, if we maintain a slow thaw of snow cover, will provide good
hydration of the soil for roots to start a good uptake of water in the spring.
Deep snow cover concerns: Along with
all the good a deep snow cover can do, there are
also several possible problems that we may see,
they are plant stem damage from feeding mice
and voles and moles, and “winter burn” from the
sun, cold temperatures and snow cover on our
evergreen trees and shrubs.
Plant Stem Damage: With the deep snow
cover small mammals like mice, rabbits, voles,
and moles seeking food sources will chew the
bark off of tender smooth bark trees and shrubs,
effectively girdling the plant and killing it. Once
this happens there is not much one can do. Prevention would have been last fall to wrap the
base of the stem with a ½” wire mesh, thus preventing access to the bark. But who can predict
this type of need? With our recent string or relatively open winters this has not been needed
and the last time I observed this type of damage
was in the winter of 2005. Certain shrubs will
re-sprout from below the damaged area or pull
out and replace the plant.
Winter Burn: Another possibility from this

deep snow cover is winter burn of the lower
leaves and needles of our evergreen plants, such
as Arborvitae, Boxwood, Holly, Rhododendron,
Azaleas, and conifer trees. The leaves and needles that were buried in this deep snow may
freeze, and die off, along with the branches just
above the snow cover will be “winter burned”
from the bright sun reflecting off of the snow
during the day and then the freezing cold winds
at night desiccating the plant. Winter kill should
not significantly damage well established plants;
however the leaves of the branches suffering
from this will look dead and unsightly, do not despair though! Except for the conifer trees, your
shrubs should recover and set out new growth
along these branches, it will, however, take some
time, (sometimes two growing seasons or more)
for this to happen and the complete plant needs
to recover and rebuild it stored resources for
good growth. I recommend you give your plants
two good years of growth and see if it recovers
from this winter kill. If not, then go ahead and
prune out all dead material, or at least back to
where new sprouting growth is evident. Prevention is to water well and loosely wrap with a
burlap covering, to protect these plants in very
late fall.
Deer Feeding: One more effect of the deep
winter snow is deer feeding on evergreen plants,
especially those along our roads and walkways
where we have made it easy for the deer to move
about. Due to the deep snow cover deer will start
to eat Arborvitae, Hemlock, boxwood, Mt Laurel and azalea’s, as it is too deep for them to
scratch for acorns, nuts and other forest floor
food. We may also experience some feeding on
our early blooming spring flowers depending on
how fast the snow cover or final ice layer melts
in the woods. Deer may also feed on the fine
twigs of blueberry, birch, forsythia, dogwood and
other smaller growing deciduous trees and
shrubs. There are several “deer proof ” chemicals
one can apply to deter this feeding, please read
the labels carefully, and remember they usually
need to be re-applied after rain events. Another
way is to use plants that are not good deer food.
Continued on page 23
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PETS Q&A
WITH

KATHY MENARD

Common puppy problems, plus ear infections

Q. What are some of the common issues you see
in puppies that can turn into serious problems?
A. Almost any problem or habit a pup has can,
under the right (or wrong) circumstances can become dangerous. Take jumping, which is extremely common. Jumping to greet you at the
door is annoying, can scratch you, get your
clothes dirty, or even tear them, etc., but seems
innocent enough. But what happens when you
are carrying the laundry down the stairs and you
get jumped on from behind? That could be
deadly.
Not walking properly on a leash. Dragging
you, or lunging, can injure your arm/shoulder or
even pull you down.
Not coming when called can be dangerous to
your pup. There are lots of dangers if your pup
does not respond immediately when you call him.
He could be hit by a vehicle, run into another
yard and get in trouble there with another dog or
neighbor, leave the yard and get into something
that could make him ill, run off and become lost.
Resource guarding can be a very serious issue
that results in someone being sent to the hospital
and potential euthanasia for the dog. In a puppy
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Q. My dog scratches all the time and keeps
getting ear infections. Someone told me to
try a food with a unique protein source. Can
you list a few?

it is easily fixed, but in an adult who has a longstanding history of it, it can be a long-term fix.
Please don't make excuses for your pup or dog while respecting your pet is great, it is never acceptable for them to growl or snap at you if you
go near the food bowl or bed. If you have a
puppy that is being protective of
anything.....food, his/her bed, toys, furniture,
people.......you need to work with someone experienced with this type of behavior. This does
not mean you have a "bad" dog, just that he is
confused over what you find acceptable. With
a puppy, you should see major improvement
within a few sessions. If not, you should consider finding someone else to work with - the
longer they do it, the longer it will take to fix it.

A. A unique protein source would be something you dog has not had before. You can
now find foods with the following protein
sources: Chicken, Beef, Bison, Venison, Fish,
Salmon, Duck, Rabbit, Kangaroo, Elk. Try
to find a food with a limited number of ingredients. The fewer the better. Remember to
check the ingredients in your treats, also.what
you now have. Nonchalantly walk away from
what he dropped and into another room, then
redirect him to a toy. Don't lunge quickly at
what he dropped, as he probably will be
quicker than you. The fear period many dogs
go through at this age usually shows itself as
being unsure of someone they know well, and
often as aggression to other dogs.
Kathy Menard has been a dog trainer for over 35
years and is certiﬁed through the Certiﬁcation
Council for Professional Dog Trainers. She Kathy
is the owner of Compatible Canine in Fiskdale.
MA.
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INSURANCE
GUIDANCE
By Richard McGrath, CIC, LIA
PRESIDENT & CEO, McGRATH INSURANCE GROUP

M

uch attention has been paid to the Affordable Care Act (ACA), aka Obamacare, but little has been written about the
new tax forms resulting from the law, even
though every taxpayer in America will be affected.
The ACA ran to more than 2,000 pages and
has thus far produced new regulations that are
much longer. Many of the new regulations are
tax related, so it’s no wonder the new law has
many tax complications.
Perhaps of primary importance, the ACA
requirement that all Americans obtain health
coverage or pay a penalty will be enforced for
the first time this year. As part of the enforcement process, taxpayers will be required to indicate on their 2014 tax returns whether they
were covered by health insurance for the full
year.
If you were uninsured for some or all of
2014, you may have to pay a penalty when you
file your tax return. The penalty is 1 percent of
your household income above the tax-filing
threshold or a minimum of $95 per person.
Taxpayers who were uninsured for part of
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Understand the Affordable Care
Act before you do your taxes
2014 may be eligible for exemptions from the
penalty, but they will have to determine which
of the dozens of exemptions they qualify for.
The federal government’s HealthCare.gov
site lists the following as being among the circumstances under which an exemption may
apply:
• You’re uninsured for less than three
months of the year.
• The lowest-priced coverage available to
you would cost more than 8 percent of your
household income.
• You don’t have to file a tax return because
your income is too low.
• You’re a member of a federally recognized
tribe or eligible for services through an Indian
Health Services provider.
• You’re a member of a recognized healthcare-sharing ministry.
• You’re a member of a recognized religious
sect with religious objections to insurance, including Social Security and Medicare.
• You’re incarcerated (either detained or
jailed), and are not being held pending disposition of charges.

• You’re not lawfully present in the U.S.
• You qualify for a hardship exemption.
Healthcare.gov lists 14 potential circumstances for a hardship exemption, including
being homeless, filing for bankruptcy within
the past six months, being a victim of domestic violence or experiencing “another hardship
in obtaining health insurance.”
Some exemptions can be claimed on your
tax return, such as if you were without insurance for less than three months or the costs exceed 8 percent of your income. In other cases,
such as the recent death of a family member
or high medical expenses, you will need to fill
out a form claiming a hardship exemption.
Form OMB No. 0938-1190, which is
available on HealthCare.gov, should be completed by anyone who wants to file for a hardship exemption. When you file the form, if
your exemption is approved, you will receive
an exemption certificate number to enter on
your tax return. However, it may take weeks
to receive the number.
Form 8965 should be used to list all exemptions and certificate numbers. The completed form should be attached to your tax
return.
Other ACA-Related Tax Forms
Taxpayers should also be aware of other
new tax forms created for various ACA-related purposes, including the following:
Form 1095-A. If your health insurance
costs were subsidized through the ACA in
2014, you should have received Form 1095-A
in the mail by now. Form 1095-A shows the
amount of premium tax credits paid to the insurer on your behalf, based on your estimated
2014 household income and family size.
You will need this form to record the tax
credits you received on your 2014 tax return,
so if you don’t have it, log on to the Massachusetts Health Connector at betterhealthconnector.com (or whatever site is appropriate for
your state, if you are not a Massachusetts resident) and search for an electronic version.
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If you were fully covered for all of
2014 and didn’t receive a form in the
mail, check the box on your tax return indicating your coverage.
Form 8962. Based on the modified adjusted gross income reported
on your 2014 tax return and your
family size as of the end of the year,
you need to determine the amount
of premium tax credit for which you
were eligible. That amount is calculated using Form 8962, which must
be filed with your tax return.
If your actual income was lower
than you had estimated, you can receive the remainder of the tax credit
as a tax refund. If the credit you received was too high, you may have to
repay some or all of the excess.
Unanticipated life changes during
2014, such as a divorce, the birth of
a child or a return to the workforce,
could result in significant adjustments to the subsidy to which you
are entitled. For an individual earning adjusted gross income of up to
$46,680, or 400 percent of the federal poverty level, there are caps on
the required repayment.
If your income is higher than that
amount, you may have to pay it
back. However, you can reduce your
adjusted gross income by contributing to a traditional IRA. The deadline for contributing is April 15 and
all income contributed up to $5,500
($6,500 if you are 50 or older) is deducted from adjusted gross income
for tax purposes.
Form 1095-B, which may be
sent to you by your health insurer,
will identify individuals in your
household who were covered and the
months during which they were covered. You and other family members
will be considered fully covered for
any month during which you had
coverage for even a single day.
Form 1095-C, which will be sent
to you if you work for a large employer, will indicate whether your
employer offered coverage and the
employee share of the monthly premium for the employer’s lowest-cost
plan.
Continued on page 25
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Around the yard

Continued from page 20
A good website on deer feeding is:
http://www.ct.gov/caes/lib/caes
/documents/publications/fact_sh
eets/controllingdeer.pdf
Snow Mold: Another potential
damage from this deep snow cover
may be to your lawn. Snow mold
can form where snow has been
piled deep and compacted blocking sunlight and restricting the
plants ability to “breath” and now
as we enter spring, sunlight and
warmth does not penetrate and
these wet conditions allow a mold
to form. This can happen especially in areas where there is a deep
layer of lawn clipping mulch left
from the previous year’s mowing.
It will look unsightly, a grayish
white or pink mat on your lawn,
but a good raking with a steel leaf
rake to loosen up and “un mat”
this layer will kill off the mold and
allow your grass to re sprout.
Knocking down these piles of ice
and snow as quickly as possible
once we start our spring thaw will
also help reduce the chance that
you will have snow mold. If the
mold lasts for several weeks, a grass
kill may result, it that case, remove
all dead material and re seed.
Insects: Many non-native and
invasive plants and insects can routinely be controlled when weather
conditions exceed their normal
temperature range. Which is a
good thing, however I would be remiss if I did not also point out that
these low winter temperatures and
deep snow we experienced could
also kill off some of our more sensitive southern zone plants too,
certain types of azaleas, roses, nut
bearing trees and various hydrangeas are a few plants that may
die off due to this winter’s below
zero cold and snow. If you recently
purchased nursery stock from a
“big box” store, usually their
plants are grown in the southern
areas of the United States, and

tend to be not as cold hardy until
after a couple of our winter seasons, you may experience a mortality among those plants.
So as the sun warms, melts our
mountainous snow piles, and dries
our lawns and yards as we approach the month of April, take
the time to inspect the base of
your newly planted and /or
smooth bark plants, the lower
leaves of evergreen trees and
shrubs and those growing on the
sheltered or northerly side of your
property, and your lawn, for the
various injuries they may have suffered, do not be too hasty in removing them, give the plants time
to recover and hopefully send out
some new shoots and if not, then
take the corrective actions. Also remember to resolve to take preventative measures next fall, just in
case we get two cold & snowy win-

ters back to back!
To close with some good news!
As mentioned above, this deep
snow cover has allowed the
ground under the undisturbed
snow to thaw, and as a slow snow
melt will release this water into the
ground providing a good moisture
supply for the roots to uptake into
the plants when soil temperatures
reach 40 degrees F roots will begin
to grow and our plants will slowly
awake from this winter. Spring
bulbs should “pop” early too, a
welcome relief from this winters’
snows! I’m waiting to see spring in
my yard, as I’m sure you are too!
Tom Chamberland is the Tree Warden for the Town of Sturbridge and a
Certified Arborist. He enjoys caring for
plants that grow in his yard and welcomes reader suggestions for future articles. You can email him at:
tchamberland@ town.sturbridge.ma.us
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Winebuyer’s Outlet

Continued from page 6
I have been fortunate that my
work has given me the opportunities to taste many of the finest
wines of every origin. Great wines
made in their historic home origins
are my wine role models. Having
tasted those wines has made me a
better judge of the quality of
wines made from the same grape
types produced in other origins.
Great wines are prohibitively
expensive for the average consumer to taste these days. These
high costs prohibit someone entering the wine trade today from getting the kind of tasting
opportunities that I have had. As a
buyer I have to consider both the
kind of wines that I like from my
frame of reference and the kinds

of wines being drunk by today’s
consumers.
Part of the challenge of wine
selling is that we all have our own
individual preferences. Wine consumers often find that as they are
exposed to different styles of wine
over time those preferences
change.
There are lots of decent wines
that I think of as “starter wines”.
These wines are often a bit sweet
and mild tasting. Their tannins (if
present) are not harsh and mouth
drying and their alcohol levels are
not high. Included are wines that
I would describe as fruity, off-dry
and semi-sweet. I have heard
many newer wine drinkers comment that they are getting away
from sweeter wines and enjoying
more dry red wines. They are
moving on from their starter
wines.
My main message this month is
this: if you don’t think that you
like a kind of wine try it again.
You may have tried a poor example of that kind of wine. You may
have some stale images of wines
tasted long ago that have evolved
over time into wines that you will
really enjoy.
Today’s dry Rosés are perfect
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examples. They comprise the fastest
growing wine segment for my import company. Dry Rosés are considered to be hip and sophisticated
by urban restaurant sommeliers and
the finest retail wine merchants.
Dry Rosés have been featured at
The Winebuyer’s Outlet’s Tastings.
Customers frequently say that they
don’t like Rosés. When asked which
wines they didn’t like they mention
old style commercial wines such as
White Zinfandels, Grenache Rosé
in jugs, and branded Portuguese
Rosés.
When they then sample a crisp,
complex, well-balanced and dry
Rosé they understand what get’s us
excited. They discover the refreshment of chilled white wines with a
whole other range of red fruit scents
and flavors.
Two
upcoming
Thursday
evening Wine Tastings at Winebuyer’s are inspired by this subject:
“Fine Wine Role Models: Wines
from the Classic Regions” and
“Fine Wines from lesser-known
Grape Types.” Please let the staff
know if you are interested. n
Sturbridge-based Importer and Distributor Peter Sagansky runs Charles River
Wine Company. His wines are featured at
The Winebuyer’s Outlet and at finer stores
and restaurants throughout Massachusetts.
peter@charlesriverwine.com
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HEALTH&FITNESS
By Andrea Johnson
FITNESS COACH
Everybodys Fitness

I

n gyms everywhere, people are exercising with
the primary goal of weight loss. They join the
gym, and walk the treadmill, ride the bike, or take
fitness classes yet they see very little or sometimes
no downward movement on the scale. This often
leaves people frustrated because they feel that they
are working out and doing something positive for
their health, but not seeing the results they are
looking for.
First let's talk about the science behind losing
weight. Weight loss is a calories in versus calories
out equation. You need to create a caloric deficit
in order to shed some pounds. If you normally
burn an average of 2000 calories a day, then you
must have a daily caloric deficit of 500 calories to
lose 1 pound a week. You can create this deficit
by burning more daily calories through exercise,

McGrath: ACA

Continued from page 23
If you declined coverage from your employer because it was too expensive and instead purchased health insurance through
the Massachusetts Health Connector, this
form will help you determine and document
whether you were eligible for tax credits to
help cover the cost of premiums. If the employee share of your employer's lowest-cost
plan is more than 9.5 percent of your 2014
income, you can claim premium tax credits
for 2014.
Forms 1095-B and 1095-C are not
mandatory for the 2014 tax year, so some
taxpayers who were covered in 2014 will receive them and others will not.
How do you document your coverage if
you didn’t receive the proper forms? Check
with your employer or with the Massachusetts Health Connector to ensure that you
have all the necessary paperwork. n

Which is more important for weight
loss: diet or exercise?
or by consuming less food, or both.
Hands down, diet is the most effective tool for
weight loss. It's far easier to create a caloric deficit by
consuming less calories then it is to try to burn them
off in the gym. If you didn't add exercise at all, but
cut your calories you would still lose weight. However by not exercising you are selling yourself short.
How? Let me explain.
By creating a caloric deficit in the absence of exercise you will lose weight, but weight alone is not
what you want to target. You specifically want to lose
fat. But what if I told you that you are also losing
valuable muscle tissue? Our muscle mass is important to our overall health and longevity. Muscle tissue
is important for our metabolic health, body weight
control, bone strength and resistance to stress and
disease.
As we age we lose muscle mass unless we do
something to preserve it. A lifetime of dieting and
not enough exercise has a detrimental effect on our
body. Here is an example. You gain weight and decide to diet but you don't add any exercise. On this
diet you lose 20 lbs of weight, however included in
that 20 lbs is 15 pounds of fat and 5 pounds of muscle. You feel good, look good, so you start eating normally again and gain those 20 pounds back. But
you're still not exercising regularly, so you gained

back 20 lbs of all fat. You're annoyed that you gained
the weight back, so you go on another diet, and lose
20 pounds (again) in the form of 15 lbs of fat and 5
lbs of muscle. You keep gaining and losing the same
20 pounds, but you're always gaining fat and you
keep losing some valuable muscle. It's a vicious cycle
that will repeat itself unless you take action.
This is why when weight loss is your primary goal
you first need to redefine that by “weight” loss what
you really mean is “fat” loss. And in order to lose fat,
you must first create a caloric deficit by consuming
less calories, and you need to add in resistance or
strength training (also know as lifting weights) to preserve your muscle mass while in a caloric deficit.
Proper nutrition and reduced calories are necessary
because unfortunately you can't outrun your fork.
And that is one of the biggest mistakes that I see people make every day. You can exercise extremely hard
but if you refuel with high calorie foods you will in
essence be eating your results.
The takeaway is that when it comes to fat loss,
both diet and exercise are important. The best plan
of attack to lose fat is to eat a little less, making sure
that you are getting adequate nutrition in the form
of protein, carbs, and healthy fats, in conjunction
with exercise in the form of strength training thre to
four times a week. n

Richard A. McGrath, CIC, LIA is President
and CEO of McGrath Insurance Group, Inc. of
Sturbridge, Mass. He can be reached at rmcgrath@mcgrathinsurance.com.
This article is written for informational purposes
only and should not be construed as providing legal
advice.
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REFLECTION
By Stephanie Richards

Love. It is as Merriam-Webster defines, “a
feeling of strong or constant affection for a per-
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Real love lived out

son.” It has synonyms like af“It’s all about me.” No, Bob’s
fection, attachment, devotion,
definition of love was different.
fondness and passion. But what
Much different. To him, love
does love really look like lived
was more defined as “a limitout?
less, other-focused, vow of afBob Chernisky Jr. was
fection that is eternal.”
someone who knew how to
Limitless. Bob was on the
love with no limits or boundother side of cancer 12 years
aries. He saw how it could bind
before his diagnosis. He organpeople together with passion,
ized and led a Wal-Mart (Sturgrace and kindness. And he
bridge) team for Relay for Life
seized opportunities to live love
in Southbridge, later moving
Bob Chernisky, Jr.
out to the fullest with the time
over to the Chernisky family
he was given.
team. He was the one on the
I’ve written about Bob a few times. First,
sideline encouraging children, men and women
when he was diagnosed with Acute Myeloid
survivors as they walked the first lap each year.
Leukemia (AML) five years ago at just 42 years
He had taken opportunities to show love and
old. That was just days before the Southbridge
compassion to the people around him, uplifting
resident was getting ready to head to Dana Farthem through their struggle. In the midst of his
ber Institute to undergo a bone marrow transpersonal battle with the disease, he didn’t stop
plant to combat the disease. He talked about
sharing that love and continued to cheer on othhow his family and faith were the strong founers through attending Relay for Life meetings
dation that would help him face the road ahead,
and events. In return, there was an outpouring
no matter how rough it got.
of encouragement and community support for
More recently, I penned his new revelations
Bob and his family. Love was a never-ending
about his cancer journey in October. He had
stream that continued to flow, no matter what
surpassed the three-year mark that most bone
the circumstances.
marrow transplant patients don’t make. It afOther-focused. Despite what the world
forded him the chance to be able to share in the
says, Bob knew life wasn’t about him. At a hosjoy of life’s milestones –seeing his then toddler
pital stay during Christmas one year, Bob quesboys grow (D’mitri is 9 and William is seven),
tioned why he was stuck there. As he saw a
walking his 22-year old daughter (Tori) down the
woman by herself talking on the phone, it hit
aisle, and celebrating 23 years of marriage to his
him that there were people who would spend the
wife (Johanna). But in the midst of it all, his new
holiday on his floor alone. From his hospital bed,
immune system was playing havoc with almost
he made some calls at the last minute and began
every major organ in his body. His lungs were at
organizing a party…one to encourage both painfant size capacity, working at just 40 percent.
tients and workers. He inspired others to give of
Bob knew his time on this earth was coming to
themselves too. Bob said, “I knew God gave me
an end, but he still had something to share, a
a job and would supply my need. A guy at work
pearl of wisdom he hoped others could learn
called me the next morning (he was a profesfrom. Bob said,“I really see impending death as
sional Santa) and took time away from his family
a gift. It causes me to see just how precious life is
at Christmas to play the role and hand out small
and make the best of every moment. You live
gifts.”
intentionally as if today is it; that there might not
On another hospital stay, Bob and Johanna
be a tomorrow. You try not to get caught up in
noticed other patients weren’t getting any visithe daily grind of life.”
tors. Bob was encouraged daily by a continuous
He cared. He was real. He made you laugh.
overflow of visitors and cards. So the couple
He knew how to live love out in a mixed up
came up with a plan. They brought in 100 cards
world where technology takes the place of interand signed them, “from your neighbor in 5A,”
personal relationships and t-shirts scream boldly,
and had the nurses hand them out to patients.
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“It was one way to show kindness, a little hope
to other patients,” Johanna said. Love focuses
on impacting the lives of others, no matter
what your own personal struggles.
Vow. Bob had committed to share the story
of how his faith had sustained him at Charlton
Baptist in December. His condition had become worse and his health was severely failing.
Yet, he understood that this was probably his
last opportunity to express what God had
shown in recent months. Too weak to tackle
the few steps to the podium himself, he had
two men carry him to the wheelchair on the
platform. As he took the microphone, his voice
was soft and cracked, yet his words were of
confidence and conviction. Bob said, “I’m humble enough to accept that God knows better than me.
Perseverance is not standing up here and suffering and
saying look at me. Perseverance is when things don’t
make sense, accepting that God has it under control, accepting the plan and moving forward to bring Him glory.
You will have your own challenges, just as I have had
mine. You have to be able to look at your situation and
when it makes no sense, know the Lord has a plan, accept it and move forward.”
Time and time again, he stood by his commitments, and was steadfast in his conviction
to God.
Eternal. Bob passed away shortly after
Christmas, and is spending the New Year–
eternity– in his heavenly home. There was no
wake or funeral because he donated his body
to science for research. That’s not surprising
to anyone who knew him. As he said, “I am a
rare case and not normal. That’s why I am donating
my body to science. I can’t donate my organs any longer,
but they can study my body. Who knows, it might save
someone else’s suffering.”
An overflow crowd of 400 people attended
Bob’s Memorial Service, some wearing shorts,
as he usually did, even in the bitter cold of
winter. An endless line of people, young and
old, stepped to the microphone that day to
verbally express how this one man changed
their life, eternally. It was an emotional tribute
to someone who loved deeply, completely.
Even though he is gone, Bob’s compassion
and love lingers on like the sweet smell of honeysuckle. He had a raw honesty and humility
that inspired us to love in practical ways, pushing forward even when we don’t understand.
Most importantly, he challenged you and I to
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step outside ourselves, and our circumstances,
expressing “limitless, other-focused, vows of affection that are eternal” every single day. That’s
real love, lived out. Thanks for your example
Bob…you’ll be missed. n

Editor’s Note: Bob Chernisky Jr. passed away on
December 29. We are thankful to Bob for sharing his
personal experiences with cancer to the readers of The
Sturbridge Times Magazine.

Continued from page 17
The thought of selling her goodies began to float
through Koslowski’s mind, and she took to social
media for some feedback. She took a poll of her
Facebook friends, asking whether they thought a
whoopie pie or a cupcake business would do better.
“One friend answered, ‘why not do both? It
could be called Whoopie-doo and Cupcakes too,’
and it all started from there,” she said.
Koslowski’s business was born in January 2013
and as she said, “it picked up really fast.” By the
summer, Whoopie-doo and Cupcakes too had
taken off through word of mouth and social
media, and Koslowski was baking hundreds of
cupcakes a week. As the end of the leave from her
nursing job approached, Koslowski knew she had
a big decision to make.
“I was trying to figure out do I stay home with
kids while doing something I love or do I go back

to what was a really great job?” Koslowski said.
Koslowski is expanding and her garageturned-bakery will feature commercial appliances, a separate entrance from her home and a
“cupcake bar” where guests can sit and enjoy a
treat with a cup of coffee or tea.
Koslowski said it’s important to her to use the
highest-quality ingredients in her decadent droolworthy desserts. Taking gourmet to another
level, Koslowski adds special touches to her products like cupcakes topped with ganache-dipped
buttercream or whoopie pies filled with peanut
butter frosting and rolled in crushed peanut butter cups. Almost all of her cupcakes feature a
yummy filling in the center such as salted caramel
and toffee bits or a hand-dipped chocolate covered maraschino cherry, just to name a couple.
Whoopie-doo and Cupcakes too will hold a
celebratory grand opening event this month. n

Koslowski’s cupcakes
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